
 
We all know someone who has an accent that’s difficult to understand. Desh Pillay and 
Marie-Claude Biancardi started Change Your Accent in 2015 because they believe no 
one should be held back by an accent — not when there is an effective and systematic 
way to help. With over 20 years of experience as Speech Therapists, Desh and Marie-
Claude have used a successful accent modification method with IT specialists, medical 
professionals, engineers, public speakers, actors, and university students. As a result,  
they’ve helped their clients open social, educational and professional doors which had 
previously been closed.  

Change  Your  Accent  offers  three  new  programs,  using  simple  and  practical 
instructional  methods.  Our  focus  is  to  empower  people  by  ensuring  pronunciation, 
voice, social communication, and body language effectively convey who we are and 
what we want to say. Individuals can choose to learn independently using the Change 
Your  Accent  eBook and instructional  video  lessons,  with  the  guidance  of  a  Speech 
Therapist, or through one-on-one sessions with a Speech Therapist. Each program uses 
an  assessment   to  identify  exactly  the  areas  of  communication  that  need  attention.  
Instruction and practical exercises are then provided to strengthen each target area. All 
programs provide the tools for clients to practice skills in real-life situations using a 
number of key strategies. 

Desh and Marie-Claude also work with corporate clients who hire non-native English 
speakers, and offer both individual and group training for employees. Training targets 
all  of  the communication skills  required on the job.  So,  if  someone needs help with 
talking to customers on the phone, we give them the tools needed for success in that 
situation.  By  providing  culturally-sensitive  training  for  employees  and  creating  an 
atmosphere  which  embraces  diversity,  Desh  and  Marie-Claude  help  to  drive 
productivity and employee engagement.

We don’t just change accents, we also change lives.

Contact 
Desh Pillay: +1 604-816-1807 Marie-Claude Biancardi: +1 604-780-3446

Email: info@changeyouraccent.com




Bios

Marie-Claude Biancardi

Marie-Claude is  a  Speech Therapist  with over  20  years  of 
clinical   experience. She graduated with a Master of Science 
degree from the University of British Columbia (UBC) School 
of Audiology and Speech Sciences and is a clinical instructor 
in the Faculty of Medicine at UBC. Marie-Claude established 
adult speech pathology services for the Ministry of Health in 
the State of Kuwait in 1998. She has presented nationally and 
internationally  on  topics  related  to  augmentative 
communication  and  co-created  the  educational  video  “Augcommophobia”.   Marie-
Claude has also worked on several TV series and movies including “ A Dream is a Wish 
Your Heart Makes :  The Annette Funicello Story”.  She has used her speech therapy 
skills to help individuals modify their foreign accents since 1988.

Indershini (Desh) Pillay
Desh  is  a  Practice  Leader  at  Providence  Health 
Care in Vancouver, Canada. She has over 20 years 
of  experience  as  a  Speech  Therapist  and  is  a 
clinical  instructor  in  the  University  of  British 
Columbia  Faculty  of  Medicine.  Desh  has 
presented nationally and internationally on topics 
such as "Talking for Success" and "Working with 
Interpreters".  Desh  holds  a  Master  of  Science 

degree from the University  of  Oregon.  Since  1998,  Desh has  helped many speakers 
change  and  improve  their  communication  with  simple  techniques  that  work.  Her 
family immigrated to Canada many years ago and she truly understands the challenges 
ESL speakers face. Desh's clients have gone on to meet their professional and personal 
goals, and she has worked with many companies including Sierra Systems, Telus, and 
Aker Solutions.  



 

Our Book
Change Your Accent : English Pronunciation for Success

“Change  Your  Accent:  English 
Pronunciation for Success” was written 
for  non-native  English  speakers  who 
have a good command of English,  but 
who  are  missing  out  on  professional 
and  educational  opportunities  because 
of their spoken English.  “Change Your 
Accent” passes along a successful step-
by-step  approach  which  includes 
testing,  analysis,  and  skill-building 
materials  —  all  of  which  can  help 
individuals  to  achieve  their 
communication goals. 

“Change  Your  Accent”  starts  off  by 
finding  out  exactly  what  areas  of 
communication  need  attention  using 

targeted testing. These areas or core skills include pronunciation, voice use, social skills 
and  nonverbal  communication.  Once  readers  identify  which  core  skills  need  to  be 
strengthened, practical exercises are provided to improve each area. So, if pronunciation 
is  poor,  sound  errors  are  corrected.  Once  the  core  skills  are  addressed,  the  focus 
becomes transferring skills to real-life situations using key strategies and useful tools, 
such as  scripts.  “Change Your Accent”  provides  the  guidance to  implement  proven 
techniques  in  everyday  speaking  situations  so  readers  can  learn  to  communicate 
successfully. 

 



 

Our Videos

In collaboration with Peter Wilholm, more than fifty instructional videos were created to 
ensure clients had an opportunity to see, hear, and copy speech samples. Videos help 
clients to say sounds, practice everyday phrases, copy high frequency English words, 
use contractions and stress, improve voice, and focus on clear speech techniques. Our 
video library offers straightforward models and easy-to-follow instructions, so that our 
clients can easily achieve their goals — whether passing the TOEFL, getting promoted 
at work or simply sounding more like a local.  

http://peterwiholm.com

